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Wylie's book, namely, that learning to speak
French-or Italian or German or Russian-is but a first
step to learning the idiosyncrasies which define a
culture and which define that culture through the
maintenance of differences. I am convinced that the
appropriation of Wylie's model would not only make
language-learning more fun for American students,
but also that it would make language-teaching more
successful and, in the end, more pertinent to cultural
and ethnic realities.
I enthusiastically commend Professor Wylie and
Rick Stafford for having taken the initiative in creating
this marvelous book, as well as their publishers for
having printed it. I urge the latter to make it available
in a paperback format so that it will reach the widest
possible audience.

Hearth and Home: /mages of Women in the Mass
Media. Gaye Tuchman, Arlene Kaplan Daniels, and
james Benet, eds. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1978. xi + 333 pp. $3.00 (paper).
Reviewed by Michael Morgan
University of Pennsylvania
Save for some predictably defensive network
spokespersons, one would be hard pressed to find
disagreement about the presentation of women by
the mass media: in a word, it stinks. This book manages to express that contention, in tones ranging from
livid through sagacious to silly, far more times than
need be counted. Yet, it remains a valuable, usually
readable, and even important document of one of the
worst media crimes of the century. The crime, the
editors tell us superabundantly (and borrowing from
Gerbner), is the "symbolic annihilation" of women by
television, newspapers, and magazines.
Hearth and Home is an exploration and elaboration
of this phenomenon and also something called the
"reflection hypothesis." Briefly, symbolic annihilation sums up both the underrepresentation of women
in media and their trivialization into sex objects,
"child-like adornments," passive male adjuncts, and
so on. The reflection hypothesis holds that, owing to
television's need to attract the largest possible audience and because of its corporate structure, its content reflects dominant social and cultural ideals and
values (as opposed to "reality"). According to Gaye
Tuchman (p. 17), the result of these two factors is that
"the preschool girl, the school girl, the adolescent
female, and the woman" learn from TV that
[women] are not important in American society, except perhaps
within the home. And even within the home, men know
best. ... To be a woman is to have a limited life divorced from
the economic productivity of the labor force.

The issues are explored both in qualitative, subjective articles and in studies based on "hard data," with

the former being generally better. This is due in part
to a certain redundancy among the latter studies,
which are largely content analyses of various media
with similar dimensions of analysis. The redundancy
is the primary flaw of the book. The same references
keep popping up. Virtually every article justifies its
concern with media portrayal of women by reminding
us that over half of the population arid more than 40
percent of the labor force are female·s. It may be even
more important to note that those statistics need not
be the paramount legitimization for the authors' concerns.
The economic dysfunctions potentially arising from
discouraging women from working (and teaching
them to "direct their hearts to hearth and home")
may be rivaled by the interpersonal implications.
These may extend to basic ways in which females relate to females; males to males, and each to the other,
both within and outside of a family context. When
men's expectations of women are based on notions
deriving from typical media representations, it is not
only women who are being hurt.
The first three parts of the book are titled "Television," "Women's Magazines," and "Newspapers and
Their Women's Pages." A fourth is "Television's Effect
on Children and Youth." Let's look at the picture the
book cumulatively reveals.
Following Gaye Tuchman's introduction, George
Gerbner opens the section on television by noting the
"undercutting" of women and their excessive victimization on television. He claims that the media image
serves to obstruct social change-a "counterattack"
on, rather than a "reflection" of, the goals of the
women's movement. judith Lemon finds men
"dominating" women in far more television interactions than the reverse, particularly in crime dramas.
Stephen Scheutz and Joyce Sprafkin examine commercials on children's shows, and not surprisingly
conclude that more men than women appear in them.
Ads promoting products feature males, while females
more often appear on public service announcements.
Finally, Muriel Cantor shows that, although the nature of the stereotyping is different, even on public
broadcasting "women are not represented as integral
to American life" (p. 86).
The section on women's magazines points to a
slightly different but unambiguous message:
"women should strive to please others." It begins
with a very nicely written article by Marjorie Ferguson, who extracts this message by dissecting the "imagery and ideology" of the covers of several popular
British women's magazines. E. Barbara Phillips sees it
in both Ms. and Family Circle, concluding that while
Ms. is "liberal, not liberated," neither is it "just another member of the Family Circle." Carol Lopate's
innovative contribution looks at the coverage of
jackie Onassis in twelve different women's magazines, and indirectly but convincingly reaches the
same general conclusion.
The section on newspapers is not as tightly organized as the first two. Its chapters are a curious
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blend of popular and academic writing, and often
seem to deal more with newspapers than with the
roles women play in, around, and for them. The section covers a wide-perhaps too wide-range of issues, starting with Gladys Engel Lang's discussions of
the "most admired woman" phenomenon and the
treatment of women in the press corps. William
Domhoff sees women's pages as a "window on the
ruling class" in America, with the attendant message
that women are perceived merely as adjuncts to their
powerful men. Harvey L. Molotch's delightful and
chummy article speculates on how newspapers reveal
power relationships between men and women, observes press emphasis on bra-burning, and makes
understandable (but none the less contemptible) the
premise that news is, by definition, male. The section
closes with two articles on how journalists should
treat women's movement news: Gaye Tuchman sees
women's pages as a potential gold mine for spreading
crucial information; Cynthia Fuchs Epstein fears that
such placement will only continue the ghettoization
of women's concerns.
The final section returns to television and its effects. Joyce N. Sprafkin and Robert M. Liebert present
a lab test of children's sex-role identifications; contrary to network claims, children prefer to watch (and
perhaps "model") characters of their own sex. Larry
Gross and Suzanne jeffries-Fox present some preliminary results of a longitudinal study of adolescents'
sex-stereotypes: heavy viewers are somewhat more
likely to hold sexist attitudes. Finally, james Benet
poses but does not answer the unanswerable question, "Will Media Treatment of Women Improve?"
Thus, the message of television is that "women
don't count for much." Magazines say that "women
should strive to please others." And newspapers insist that women "aren't real news." Some of these
articles cram a lot of data into a few pages (e.g.,
Molotch, Gerbner), some make a good attempt to
deal with institutional processes (Cantor, Ferguson,
Tuchman, Epstein), some deal with the more interpersonal implications of media imagery (Ferguson,
Molotch). Some present strange theoretical justifications, or confuse content and effect (Scheutz and
Sprafkin, and the editors in certain introductory sections).
But, on the whole, the individual chapters in this
book are fil",le, presenting either reasonably tight research or thoughtful and original commentary. The
problem is their cumulative effect. Having seen
spelled-out the abominable treatment of women in
prime time, Saturday morning commercials, and PBS;
in high-brow, low-brow, almost liberated, and farfrom-liberal women's magazines; and in newspapers'
"women's pages" and coverage of movement news,
the reader is caught between awe at the consistency
of the findings and boredom with the similarity of
much of the research.
The book concludes with an annotated bibliography by Helen Franzwa of research articles, public
mterest reports, and popular articles concerning the
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portrayal of women on adult entertainment programs, public affairs, commercials, and children's
shows. This impressive compendium points out most
clearly what the field is missing: 71 of the papers
listed refer to the presentation of women, while only
11 deal with the "impact" of that presentation-and
some rather tenuously. Franzwa superbly ends her
notes to her bibliography with a challenge to researchers and others (p. 274):
Acknowledge that we now know just about all we need to know
about the portrayal of women on television. Let us redirect research and action efforts to the impact of television ' s image on
women and men, girls and boys .-

Although Gross and Jeffries-Fox eloquently point out
the problems such research faces (and almost make
one frustrated just for the thinking about it), the challenge is still to be met.

Image Before My Eyes-A Photographic History of
jewish Life in Poland, 1864-1939. Lucjan Dobroszycki and Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett. New
York: Schocken Books, 1977. 265 pp. $25.00 (cloth).
Reviewed by Yeshayahu Nir
Hebrew University of
jerusalem
The scientific and intellectual community has recently displayed renewed interest in photography, in
general, and in photography as a primary source in
sociocultural research, in particular. This book is a
prime illustration of such a trend. The result of a
series of extensive and interesting efforts in collection
and selection, the book opens with portraits of Polish
jews, taken with early photographic techniques during the 1860s, and concludes with photographs taken
from jewish cinema films made in Poland during the
1930s. Between these two reference points there
exists a plethora of material: private photographs
taken from family albums, urban and rural landscapes, documentary and press photographs, and
postcards and New Year's greeting cards, most of
which were taken by jewish photographers (including
a few of the well-known extraordinary photographs of
Roman Vishniak).
This is the most comprehensive attempt yet to
describe-through photographs-the different aspects of Jewish communal life in Poland during the
pre-World War II period. Its voluminous description .
and usage of the documentary dimension hidden in ;
photographs of a conventional-commercial nature is ;
highly interesting, as is the tendentious selection of .
photographs employed. In all these aspects, the im- :
portance of the book goes far beyond the specific ·
subject of Polish jewry.
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